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Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices to most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews spends
thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and
testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more Maybe your bike has a flat tire and needs a new tube. Maybe you are a cyclist who likes to be prepared, so you want extra
tubes on hand so you can fix an apartment right away. But which bike tube is best for your situation? While road bike tubes seem to be a simple and essential element of a bicycle's wheel arrangement, subtle differences between tube types can have a drastic effect on cycling performance and tyre
longevity. Pneumatic (air-filled) bicycle tires are great at distributing weight across the wheel edge, providing a smooth ride. The inner tube, as described by the late and great cyclist Sheldon Brown, is essentially a donut-shaped rubber balloon with an attached valve allowing you to inflate or deflate. In
fact, if it is inflated on its own off the bike tire, a road bike tube can be inflated to two or three times its original size. It plays a key role in the performance of pneumatic tyres. As you can see, some background knowledge is needed to select the right bike equipment. Read on to learn about the types of road
bike tubes available and the conditions in which they work best. Main considerationsThe style of cycling What kind of cycling do you do? Daily commute, distance riding, rides? Do you spend part of your time on the road and part of your time cutting off an unpaved path or gravel? How you use your bike is
a big factor in the type of tube you will want to buy. The style of bike you are riding is also a factor. A transport bike has wider wheels with a smaller diameter than a walking bike, and a bike away often has the largest and thinnest wheels of the group. Tyre size Know the size (circumference) of your bike's
tyres, and its It is essential to select the right size of road bike tube. You can find this information on the side wall of each tire. The circumference is always the first number listed, and the width is the second. For example, the fractional mark of 29 x 2.25 indicates a tire with a circumference of 29 inches
and a width of 2.25 inches (a common size for modern mountain bike tires). O O 700 x 25c marking indicates a tire of 622 mm in circumference and 25 mm wide (which is close to the same tire size 29 x 2.25). The reason 700 is equal to 622 mm, and why you can see both types of marks on a tire, is mind-
blowingly complicated – the important thing is to write down the marks, whatever they are. Tube sizes Tube sizes are chosen by combining the tire size with the range of compatible sizes listed on the tube casing. However, there is an amazing range of tube sizes available for each common tyre size. This
can make selecting a tube a bit confusing for new cyclists. Adding to the confusion is the fact that the adjustment of road bike tubes is rarely accurate because of the trend of stretching tubes. Experienced cyclists experiment with a few different sizes of inner tubes to see which fits best on your road bike
and lasts longer. Expert tip If a road bike tube is not wide enough, it will not inflate enough to properly pressurize the tire and can split when under load. STAFFBestReviewsButyl rubber: The most common material used to make internal road bike pipes, the wall of this pipe is about 1 mm thick, enough to
handle most road situations. Latex: Latex is lighter than butyl rubber, but also more fragile with a thinner wall. A perforated latex tube may not be workable. Thorn-proof: This is a popular specialized road bike tube in the southwestern US, where a particularly nasty goat's head thorn takes a regular toll on
bicycle tires. It has a thicker wall around the top of the tube that provides extra protection but also adds weight. Self-sealing: This road bike tube is pre-treated with a sealant on the inner wall of the tube. The sealant provides additional protection against small perforations of thorns, nails and other debris
by closing these small holes with little air loss. Specialist TipUse sealant on road bike tubes that have frequent slow leaks or thorn perforations to extend their service life. STAFFBestReviewsThe two most common valves are Schrader and Presta. Road bikes traditionally use Presta valves. These are long
and narrow with a valve tip that extends out; the valve is closed manually with a lock nut. Lower cost cycles and hybrid models in the US tend to come with Schrader valves. These are shorter and stubbier, often wrapped in the same rubber material that the tube is made of, with a spring loaded inlet valve
tip. Each valve has its strengths. Presta valve is ideal for road bike tyres because of its thin profile. It is also easier to pump air through than the Schrader, as its spring-loaded valve is harder to keep open during pumping. That's not a big factor if you only pump your tires at home with a large pump, but
those who adjust the pressure or change pipes on the road will notice the difference if they have to use a hand pump. The beauty of changing tubes tubes is that you can switch to a tube that has the type of valve you prefer. Road bike tube prices Butyl rubber bike tubes are the most economical tubes,
ranging from $5 to $7 each for common sizes. The valve quality and special sizes can raise the price of pipes in the average range to $9 to $15. Pipes with extra features like thorn resistance are among the most expensive, starting at about $17 and reaching $24. TipThicker road bike tubes add weight
and rolling resistance to bike tires, which can slow your ride or force you to pedal harder to maintain good speed. STAFFBestReviews Latex tubes may not hold as well on bikes with clincher brakes and carbon rims, as the heat from prolonged braking does not disperse evenly around the edge, creating
hot spots that can damage the inner tube. A good fit between the tyre and the inner tube is essential to avoid excessive slippage and wear between the two. Use a sealant inside the tire to hold a new tube in place. Keep a spare tube, puncture kit and mini air pump attached to your bike to fix moving
apartments. Store your road bike in a place that houses your tires from direct sunlight, extreme cold and heat or humidity. Keep your inflated tires at the right pressure, even when not walking for several days or weeks. Don't walk on underinflated tires. This greatly increases the chance of a flat pinch,
where the tube slides under the rim of the tire and is damaged. Q. How do I find the wheel size of my bike? A. You may be able to match the size of the original tube by looking at the old tube – sometimes the size is printed on the rubber itself. Older tubes may have worn out any size indicator, however,
and some simply don't have them in the first place. Write down the tire size (circumference) and width; you can find them on the side wall of the tire. (Try sprinkling powdertals on the raised letters to see them better.) The first number is the circumference of the tire; the second is its width – for example,
26x2 or 700x23c. Alternatively, you can search for the manufacturer's specifications for the bike online. Q. Why don't the bike tube sizes exactly match the size of the tires? A. Inner tubes usually list a range of tire sizes with which they are compatible, and there may be a range of half an inch to an inch
wide and an inch or more in circumference. Look for a road bike tube with specifications that match the circumference and width of your tires as close as possible. The tube should work well with most tires, but if you are not satisfied with Fit and want it to be more accurate, you may need to try a couple of
different tube brands and sizes. Q. What is the easiest way to install a bicycle tube? A. The quickest way is to partially inflate the new tube before installing it – just enough to take its shape while it is still very flexible. Gently push the tube into the tire of the bike, making it valve is not dented or bent. Then
snap the tire into the wheel by threading the valve through the orifice of the bead valve. Be careful not to pinch the tube while sliding the tire inside the rim. Inflate the tube gradually, pausing frequently to adjust the tyre fit and make sure that the tube is not being tightened between the edge of the tire and
the rim (a quick way to destroy a new tube). Once safe, fully inflate the tube to the recommended pressure level. Q. How can I prevent a road bike tube from getting flat? A. The best way to keep a bike tube in service for months or even years is to maintain proper tyre pressure. Do not ride a bicycle if the
tires are underinflated, as you run the risk of a punctured pinch of the tube slipping under the edge of the tire. Also, know your terrain – if you're walking on roads with a lot of debris, consider adding a tire liner between the inside of the tire and the tube or adding a pipe sealant to the inside of the pipe
(through the valve). Buying a bike isn't just about color or price. With so many styles and features available, buying a bike can be as complicated as buying a car, and considering the investment, you don't want to choose the wrong size. When looking for a new bike, consider whether you want a road
bike, a mountain bike, or a hybrid as sizing for each style is slightly different. Know your height and seam measurement when determining which bike fits you, and don't forget to test rides any bike you consider. Hero Images /Getty Images Road bikes are built for speed and distance, with lightweight,
strong bezels and narrow, smooth tires designed for paved surfaces. Road bikes allow riders to lean forward and hold the curved handlebars below as they bend, allowing for an aerodynamic ride that maximizes speed. Higher road bike parts are made of lighter materials such as carbon or titanium, and
often have clips to attach riders to pedals. When used for racing, a suitable size is important as an inadequate bike will not maximize a rider's speed. Ascent Xmedia /Getty Images Mountain bikes are designed for rough terrain and have wider, straighter frames. Wide tires allow a rider to traverse rocky
and bumpy tracks, and sturdy spokes and airs are designed to withstand off-road elements. With straight and flat handlebars, mountain bikes must be mounted standing for maximum control and road view. The high vertical frame also allows riders to avoid rocks, logs and other obstacles often
encountered when walking in wooded areas or trails. Productions /Getty Images Hybrids combine road bike features with mountain bike features to allow riders a comfortable and fast ride on the streets and bike paths. These bikes are a good choice for a displacement bike when speed and durability are
desired. Not normally used for racing, hybrid bikes typically have straight, flat flat and offer the thicker tyres and the more robust frame of a mountain bike, but also combine lighter components such as beads with gears more comparable to road bikes. Once you've found the right bike for you —whether it's
a road bike, mountain bike, or hybrid—it's time to determine the size of the bike you need. Use your height and sewing as a guide to discover the variety of bike size you need, but don't forget to check the bike in person. Stand on the frame, adjust the seat and try the handlebars. Test assemble different
sizes and styles, whether in a store or a friend, and do not hesitate to ask questions. Questions.
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